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Materials needed for the collection and preservation of blood sera for
serological studies:

[[all dollar figures are left justified]]
[[checkmark]] Centrifuge - electric for 15 ml tubes [[dotted line]] $50.00

[[checkmark]] Centrifuge tubes, 3 dozen, 15 ml. pyrex [[dotted line]] 9.00

[[checkmark]] Serum vials
[[indent]]
[[checkmark]] 5 dozen 60 ml cap [[dotted line]] 15.15
[[checkmark]] 5 dozen 30 ml. cap [[dotted line]] 13.00
[[checkmark]] 4 gross 10 ml. cap [[dotted line]] 19.00

[[/indent]]
[[checkmark]] Filter flasks 500 ml. cap - 1 doz [[dotted line]] 11.40

[[checkmark]]
[[indent]]
[[checkmark]] Filter disks 500 large at $7.00 per C [[dotted line]] 35.00
[[indent]] 500 small at $4.50 [[/indent]][[dotted line]] 22.50

[[checkmark]] Suction pump for filtration [[dotted line]] 63.00

[[checkmark]] 2 Thermometers for sterilizing oven [[dotted line]] 7.00

[[checkmark]] Pipettes 10 ml 1 doz at [[dotted line]] 8.10

[[checkmark]] 1 pipette box - 370 mm. length [[dotted line]] 2.20

[[checkmark]] Syringes, Luer: 6-10 ml.
                              6- 5 ml [[dotted line]] 20.00

[[checkmark]] Syringe needles stainless steel
[[indent]]6 No. 22, 1-1/4" long [[dotted line]] 2.00
6 No. 20 1-1/2" [[dotted line]] 2.00
6 No. 18 2" long [[dotted line]] 2.28[[/indent]]

Scalples

Needles

[[checkmark]] Sterilizing oven
[[summation line]]line]]
                               283.63
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